We got here by focusing on Lean

Last year we achieved a 98% on-time delivery rate. You might think that was good enough but we took it on as a challenge. It’s a year later and now we’re clipping along at a verifiable 99% on-time delivery rate!

The 99% on-time rate means several things. Of course it means that your tubing will arrive when you expect it. It’s also our measuring stick for all of our efforts at continuous improvement.

We’ve been heads-down focused on lean manufacturing. Lean helps our on-time rate and also saves you money. Just like everyone else, our cost of raw materials, transportation and energy have been skyrocketing. Our improved efficiency though, means that unlike our competitors, we are not going to increase our catalog prices for the remainder of 2008.

That’s right. No increase the rest of the year.

No one can match Freelin-Wade’s quality, customer support, limitless product variations and rapid deliveries, all available with no minimum order requirement. Now you know they can’t match our efficiency. Find out for yourself how easy it is to do business with Freelin-Wade. Call us at: 888-373-9233 or visit us online at www.freelin-wade.com